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Is emotion

The X Factor
in CX?
Switched on brands are turning to emotion analytics, fine-tuned
by the power of AI and machine learning, to dig deeper into their
customers’ emotional responses, as ROSALYN PAGE discovers

“

Focus on your
customers”, Warren
Buffet reportedly said.
Savvy marketers take
note: The renowned
investor’s advice is borne
out by the latest CX research from
Forrester. According to the analyst
firm’s 2018 Australian Customer
Experience Index, emotion has
a bigger impact on brand loyalty
than ease or effectiveness and is
the critical piece in becoming a
standout CX leader.
Enter emotion tracking.
Broadly speaking, emotion
analytics is about recording how
people communicate both verbally
and non-verbally in order to
gain insight into how a brand’s

customers respond to offerings
and interactions. It’s about
applying analysis to unearth
richer understanding than what
can be gleaned from impersonal
data analytics.
“Emotion and sentiment
analysis is used to modify the
messaging, tone and language
used in campaign materials and
advertising to more effectively
resonate with specific target
customers,” Accenture Applied
Intelligence Lead for Australia,
Amit Bansal, explains.
“Social media sentiment
analysis is also commonly used to
understand and proactively react
to brand marketing messages in
real time.”
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Emotion analytics’ proponents
say a brand that’s more personal
and emotionally intuitive, and
measures and responds to human
emotions driving behaviour and
purchase decisions, will be more
appealing. Some go as far as
saying brands need to develop an
‘emotional strategy’ if they’re going
to keep customers into the future.
“I call this emotional
experience and another layer on
top of user experience. When we
understand where our users are at
emotionally and where our brands
can take them, we understand
our content, our funnels, our
data in whole new ways,” CEO of
Emotional Experience Marketing,
Lauren Kozak, tells CMO.
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MORE THAN SKIN DEEP
Capturing the human expression
of emotions requires sophisticated
tech for multi-sensory tracking
as well as powerful processing to
provide valuable customer insights.
In the emotion analytics field,
this has led to the rise of facial
recognition, tone of voice analysis,
text analytics and applied artificial
intelligence (AI) learning.
Facial recognition, for example,
scans faces to identify certain
features or defining attributes,
such as age and gender. More
sophisticated systems are being
developed to recognise mood,
record attention through facial
angles and movements, and
measure engagement through
eyeball tracking.
BBC Worldwide, for example,
has experimented with facial
coding technology to gauge
viewer mood through a Web cam
while watching its content. Such
capability can also be deployed
in high-end shopping centres
and hotels to identify premium
shoppers and VIP guests, or in
billboards for audience targeting.
Sensory measuring,
meanwhile, takes stock of the
emotional state of users using
sensors that can measure force
and rhythm of keystrokes or hand
heat on a mouse, and cameras and
microphones that record gestures
and speech.
It’s then about processing this
data using algorithms and machine
learning to register emotional
states, look for patterns and
even simulate responses back to
consumers. Japan Airlines worked
with Accenture, for instance,
to implement voice recognition
services to speed up and improve
check-in experiences at counters at
major Japanese airports.
CMO of emotion measurement
software company, Affectiva,
Gabi Zijderveld, cites significant
uplifts in key metrics such
as sales, predicting purchase
behaviour with increased accuracy
and improving virality with

emotionally engaging ads. Yet none
of this would be possible without
sophisticated AI.
“Emotion AI is a rapidly
evolving technology projected to
be a multi-billion dollar industry,”
Zijderveld says. “We believe this
technology will be ubiquitous,
engrained in the technologies we
use every day.”
Advances in machine learning
and AI means we can now process
large tracts of data to find patterns,
meaningful analysis and rich
insights. Text and speech analysis,
for example, looks for tonality and
emotion using natural language
processing (NLP), and can be used
to assist call centre staff better
serve clients by prompting them
to change the conversational flow,
tone and mannerisms.
Machine learning models can
review imagery from retail spaces
to analyse facial expressions and
gestures. Smile and hand gestures
can be analysed to understand the
age, tone and mood of customers,
further helping evaluate and
enhance in-store experiences.

THE RIGHT FEELING
Another form of gauging emotion
benefitting from AI is text and
audio analytics. This can help
derive meaning out of customer
emails, survey results, social media
replies, chatbot responses, apps
and any other forms of written
or audio feedback through phone
calls or speech recording.
IBM Watson has a service
using linguistic analysis to detect
emotions such as anger, fear, joy,
sadness and disgust from text.
IBM Australian partner for AI and
cognitive, Jason Leonard, believes
accuracy in machine learning
models will improve and increase
applications as the underlying
technology becomes more familiar.
He cites the example of a
travel company targeting happy
consumers with ‘treat yourself’
messaging. Alternatively, virtual
agents detecting customer tones
such as sadness could respond
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ANALYTICS
IS COMING
INTO PLAY

Video game,
Nevermind, uses
biofeedback tech
from Affectiva
to adjust the
game’s difficulty
level based on a
player’s mood

2

Smart cars may
eventually use
in-car sensors
to detect driver
mood and adapt
the car’s brakes
and potentially
alert nearby
cars of an angry
driver

3

Smart video
technology
is being used
to assess job
applicants before
interviews

4

Sensors could
monitor patient
health while
nurse bots
remind older
people to take
their meds

5

Call centre voice
recordings could
help detect angry
consumers and
direct calls to
experienced
support staff

Source: Gartner

with “I’m sorry you are upset about
this problem”.
“Then it’s about uniting
emotion analytics with other
external data; for example,
relating local weather, such as
wind speed, humidity and pollen
count to consumer preferences
like the desire to buy moisturiser
perhaps and tailoring interactions
accordingly,” Leonard says.
Mia Lander, who joined
Deloitte as a partner last year
when her business, Knowledge
Space, was acquired by the firm,
is an expert in voice analytics and
customer experience management.
She says it’s about understanding
when customers interact with your
brand but, equally, understanding
when they do not.
“The key question is: What
emotion is linked to brand loyalty,
but how does propensity not to act
affect your brand?” she asks.
In text or audio analytics,
content is analysed to measure
and assess emotional register
and sentiment, find themes
in complaints or requests
and provide intelligence on
customer experience.
For Lander, analysing voice of
the customer is like checking how
you’re keeping your product or
service promises.
“Brands need to know things
are fit for purpose, they’re keeping
promises made and making
suitable promises. Sentiment and
emotion analytics fits in [to this].
If you can hear distress in people,
you can hear if something has gone
wrong,” she says.
“Companies are starting to look
for blind spots in their interactions
with customers to be sure they are
producing the outcomes they’ve
promised ... If you can’t monitor it,
you can’t manage it.”

SOCIAL’S EMOTIONAL SIDE
Social listening has become
another useful way for brands
to tap into the conversational
flow on social media to find
insights. TalkWalker, BrandWatch,
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DigiMind are a few big players
providing technology here – and
there are many others – plugging
into social channels and scraping
posts to analyse what people are
saying about a brand.
Typically this has been
sentiment analysis. But emotion
analytics brings a more meaningful
context to understanding these
social conversations.
A case comes from the IBM
iX team, which developed an
experience at Pause Fest last
year to show how computer
visual recognition and AI could
be used to determine emotion
from someone’s face. Using IBM
analytics, the City of Melbourne
also conducted sentiment analysis
from social media around the 2019
Melbourne Spring Fashion Week.
Another example is the Met
Gala, where IBM used Watson AI
to create a dress with designer,
Marchesa, that changed colour
based on Twitter feed sentiment.

just keywords, to come to grips
with context. Then it’s possible to
understand engagement,” he says.
“We take qualitative insights
and turn them into quantifiable
measures. And we can size it using
social media data. We’re able to
recognise those insights using topic
modelling, and measure sentiment
and emotion using analytics.
“There’s also an element of
human supervision in all this. It
[our solution] takes our intuition
and things we’re looking for and
scales up our human abilities.
Algorithms are a lot of what
our instincts are about human
behaviour. These can crawl over
many more posts in a shorter time
period and pick up small variations
and small outliers which can make
or break a business.”

Kozak says it’s possible to
assign emotions to every piece
of content and test engagement
rates, click-through rates and
conversions. This is about moving
beyond keywords, which are
restrictive when aiming to create
rich insights.
There’s also work being done
to understand sarcasm, which
features heavily on social, and
slang, to provide rich context that
relates to regions, specific social
platforms and user groups.
“Whatever the desired end
goal, it can be tested against the
emotions you evoke in consumers.
And the results can turn accepted
brand wisdom on its head,” she
claims. “As marketers, we need
to tune into how our content is
making our audiences feel.”
Getting to this point means
firstly mastering the basics of
context, says CEO and founder of
EMO Emotion Analytics, Manuel
Ho. “Understand the themes, not

CAUSAL LINK
Emotion analytics is also gaining
ground in testing advertising.
An innovator in this field is Dr

BRANDS TAPPING EMOTION ANALYTICS
BA SPEEDS BOARDING
WITH FACIAL RECOGNITION

USA TODAY BOOSTS SUBS
AND AUDIENCES WITH DATA

Movie and entertainment giant, Disney, trialled
emotion analysis by fitting a cinema with infrared
cameras that recorded facial expressions during a
range of movies over 150 showings. Reactions can be
matched to scenes in the movies to assess and predict
audience reactions for its films. This technology,
which Disney Research describes as ‘Factorized
Variational Autoencoders’ for modelling audience
reactions, may also be deployed at its theme parks
and restaurants in future to understand and improve
guest experience.
Face landmarks
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British Airways has enabled biometric facial
recognition for passengers boarding flights from
the US. Travellers can have their faces scanned by a
camera to have their identify verified to board without
showing a passport or boarding pass. The airline has
been using the technology on UK domestic flights
from Heathrow and it is working towards biometric
boarding on international flights from the airport.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ENDING
GETS A DISNEY MAKEOVER
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USA Today worked with Clarabridge to retain valuable
print subscribers and deepen its relationship with
younger, digital audiences. The media giant noticed
customers were frustrated by account-related
activities after analysing voice-of-customer data
from a variety of surveys, ratings and reviews and
live chat transcripts and overhauled subscriber
communications to make it easier to perform online
transactions. USA Today also realised created
an online member guide, then built an ad-free
subscription-based app.
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relevant privacy and security
regulations for the country.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Karen Nelson-Field, who has
courted controversy by challenging
orthodoxies about measurement
and how to understand advertising
effectiveness. Her team at the
Centre for Amplified Intelligence
studies media and marketing
using research methods deployed
through machine learning to
assess how emotion is connected
to attention and advertising and
brand awareness.
Nelson-Field says the
underlying facial recognition
database is a key component of
effective emotions analytics. She
goes back to the so-called father
of emotions coding, Paul Eckman,
who developed the theory of
six universal emotions – anger,
disgust, fear, surprise, happiness
and sadness – by building libraries
of photographs of these emotions.
Today, facial recognition
libraries have expanded and many
analytics platforms have their own
to diagnose emotional responses.
But for Dr Nelson-Field, the key is
linking to behavioural outcomes.
“Emotion analytics has
come from the rise of advertisers
thinking emotional connections
to advertising is important,” she
says. “We can see a relationship
between emotions and attention…

Basically emotions tweak attentive
moments in ads and if the brand
is present during that point, it can
lead to a sale.”

PRIVACY FACTORS
Of course, using such emotive
sources of consumer insight raises
significant privacy questions.
Emotion analytics can involve
recordings of people in retail
spaces, their voices and faces –
highly personal data sets.
As a result, Australian privacy
laws govern facial recognition
technology because it involves
individual data recognition.
Businesses collecting data must
inform consumers about when and
how data is being collected, and
provide a means to opt-out.
However, privacy regulations
framed around online platforms
and services with registration and
simple-opt out procedures don’t
really suit facial recognition used
in outdoor or public spaces.
To ease privacy concerns,
organisations involved in
collecting personal data also need
to ensure good data security and
encryption protecting personal
information to build consumer
confidence. And they need to
ensure compliance with all
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Above: IBM visual
analytics on display
at Pause Fest 2018

Because there’s a lot more
emotion analytics to come.
Bansal nominates insurance,
worker safety, intelligence and
border security and in-store
retail experiences as areas
adopting emotion analytics. But
he notes “very few have scaled
the solution”.
Zijderveld sees emotion AI
being ingrained in technology
we use every day and cites
opportunities, such as intelligent
vehicles that monitor driver
drowsiness and distraction;
detecting early signs of Parkinson’s
disease and measuring successful
outcomes of facial reconstructive
surgery; measuring student
engagement in online learning;
and social robotics.
“Emotion AI can give robots
emotional intelligence to read
human emotions and reactions
and respond in real time in an
appropriate and relevant manner.
We are working with Softbank to
integrate our technology in the
Pepper robot,” he says.
Kozak has worked with B2B
SaaS companies she says have
been floored by the emotion
analytics insights she’s delivered.
“They thought they needed
to be professional and sterile,
but learned they needed to
get vulnerable and relate to
the anxiety people have over
succeeding at work. I’ve shown
fitness companies they need to
be appealing to hard work and
relatable, not perfectly toned and
gorgeous,” she says.
But as a caution, Dr Nelson-Field
says emotions should be considered
just one component in the bigger
picture of brand recognition and
consumer behaviour.
“The primary question any
research should focus on is: ‘Is
the emotion linked to a desired
behaviour outcome?’” Dr NelsonField adds.

